Using the same technology as a NU-LOK shim, the PISTON CUSHION is designed to attack a known NVH problem area, the caliper/pad rotor interface, reducing noise levels.
NU-LOK | PISTON CUSHION

Based on NU-LOK “floating” design principles
Intergral with existing shim
A complete NVH solution
Designed to absorb movement, minimize wear
Incorporates Lubricant flow-through design
Patented Lube-Flow Technology

PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS

Elastomer (NBR-75) Coating
Steel (SAE 1010, Full Hard)
Elastomer (NBR-75) Coating

“I510” i2 DUAL ACTIVE MATERIAL
0.015” Steel Core with exterior layers of 0.005” Nitrile Rubber

IN THE MARKET
Shop Kit Format
160 parts in kit
reorders by reference in boxes of 8

For more information on NUCAP’s complete line of plate products, please call 416.494.1444